ARGOL AIR LOGISTICS CEO CARLO MEARELLI ELECTED PRESIDENT IFWLA

A

rgol Air Logistics CEO and Assologistica Council Member, Carlo Mearelli, has been elected
President of IFWLA - the International Federation of Warehousing and Logistics Associations
operating worldwide, which brings together associations that are representative of the sector

in 17 countries.
“A recognition that comes in conjunction with two very important
goals for our Country”, pointed out the newly elected President
Mearelli during his nomination speech “the 150 years of National
Unification and the fundamental guideline for the new Logistics
General Plan that all the third party logistics businesses have been
waiting for. I must acknowledge the Government, the undersecretary Giachino and his staff for working well and in a short
time, providing our Country with a credible framework in line with
international requirements”.
President Mearelli emphasized to the audience seated at the Taipei
International Convention Center (Taiwan), that the fundamental
condition for Italy in order to confront in a systematic manner the
markets global challenges, is to affirm the concept of the Country’s
political and financial national unity, which is seeing an admirable
commitment of the President of the Republic, Giorgio Napolitano, precisely in the occasion of the
celebration for the 150th anniversary. “Italy is a great democracy, whose different cultures meet in the
common village of acceptance and subsidiarity”.
Lastly, Mearelli announced that the 2012 IFWLA Convention will be held in Rome, with three high profile
days during which the delicate relations and the regulations and infrastructural equilibrium between
mature and emerging Countries will be discussed. “Italy looks with great attention to the positive evolution
of China, India and Brazilian markets, not forgetting the importance of Africa, the gateway of the future for
trade and in which many logistics companies are investing”.
The nomination of Carlo Mearelli as President of IFWLA has given great pleasure to the President Nereo
Paolo Marcucci and Secretary General Jean François Daher, for the recognition of the leading role
performed by Assologistica and the men representing it also internationally.

